Rockwell Unscripted®
Planning with Creative Wall®

Bring people together to connect, commune and think creatively. Plan distinct areas that define spaces within a space.

Inherently scalable, freestanding walls and frames allow for a range of spaces, from one wall to a series of fluid zones.

As needs evolve, transform a space with new furniture and materials to provide a fresh sense of play and purpose.
**Rockwell Unscripted**  
Planning with Creative Wall

---

**Features**
+ Plan spaces with varying levels of aperture and acoustic privacy.
+ Plan scalable and reconfigurable individual and group spaces.

**Options**
+ Plan with preconfigured walls or build a tailored solution with individual parts.
+ Curated list of paint finishes for columns, crossbeams and feet.
+ Cutouts for a single or double duplex cutout at 18", 24", 30", 36", 42" or 48"H from the ground. Route electrical from the ceiling or the floor.

**Sustainable Design**
+ FSC® Certified (Certification #: C028824)
+ level® Certified
+ Living Building Challenge Certified

Learn more about Sustainable Design at Knoll: [https://www.knoll.com/design-plan/resources/environment](https://www.knoll.com/design-plan/resources/environment)

---

**PLANNING TYPES**

**Wall**
Delineate the open plan and maximize performance by dropping in a freestanding wall with a whiteboard or TV monitor for easy collaboration.

**Frame**
Punctuate open space by framing spaces to build unique social and collaborative experiences.

**Enclosure**
Incorporate accessible privacy that complements the existing floorplan and remains connected to the wider workplace. Enclosures can be planned as individual spaces or as a series of fluid zones. Customizable panels, doors, and ceiling planks offer varying degrees of visual and acoustic privacy, dampening noise and minimizing distractions.

---

**CONFIGURATIONS**

- Wall
- Frame
- Enclosure

- A Trim
- B Wall Surface
- C Feet
- Open
- Drapery
- Pivot Fins
- Fixed Fins
- Enclosure Fins and Doors
- Wall Surface
- Fixed Glass and Sliding Door
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## Planning with Creative Wall

### WALL SURFACE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trim</th>
<th>Wall Surface</th>
<th>Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ENCLOSURE FINS

| Clear Glass |

### ENCLOSURE DOOR

| Clear Glass |

### FIN ACCESSORIES

| Link to Crossbeam | Enclosure Door Handle |

### SLIDING DOOR WITH FIXED GLASS

| Clear Glass |

### SLIDING DOOR ACCESSORIES

| Sliding Door Handle |

### TRIM

| With Trim | Full Height |

### DRAPERY

| FilzFelt Hanging Panels | KnollTextiles Drapery |

### CONVERSATION BOARD SURFACE

| Corkboard | Porcelain Markerboard |

### CEILING

| Perforated Horizontal Planks |

### FEET

| Double Sided Freestanding | Single Sided Freestanding | Square Anchored | Seismic Anchored |

### CONVERSATION BOARD ATTACHMENTS

### MEDIA SUPPORT

| Hanging | Rolling | Sapper 50 TV Mount | Internal TV Support Kit |
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